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\-- Answer any one full questinn ftom each module.
Each full question carries 2O marks.

Module I
1. (a) Letp be "He is tall" and letq be "He is handsome". Write each of the following statenents in

s)'rnbolic form usingp and g : (Assume that "He is short" means "He is hot tall", i '..' - p)

' (i) He is tall and handsome.

, (ii) He is tall but not handsome'

(iii) He is neither tail nor handsorne.

(iv) It is false that he is shorl, or handsome.

(b) Fincl the truth tables ofthe following:

(i) P,r(q"')

tlil (P n q) v (P,\ r).

Or

(c) Prove that disjunction distributes over conjunction ; i.e., prove the distribution law :

pv(q nr)=(pvq)n(pvr).
(d) Determine the truth value of each of the following statements and also negate each of them.

\
{i) Vx, lxl = x. (iil ax, x2 = x. \"-

(iii) Vx,.r + 1> t. (iv) )x,x+2=x.

{
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Module 2

2. (a) Let R and S be the relations on A: \1,2,3,41 defined by

*: {(,, r), (3,1), (3,4), ( 4,2),(#)\

s : 
{(1 , 3), (2, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 4)1. Find the

(i) Composition relation RoS.

(ii) Composition R2 = R o R for the relation R.

Or

,J. ( a,

(c)

(d)

4. (a)
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recurrence relation

(b)

(c)

Let f :A -+B and g:B-+C are one-to-one functions. Show that gof ..A->C is
one-to-one.

' Let R be a reflexive relation on a set A. show that R is an equivalence relation ifand only if
(a,6) ana (a, c) uru in R implies that (b, c) is in R.

Module 3

Let s:{2,3,4,5,12,16,24,36,48} be ordered by divisibility. Find

(i) the predecessors and immediate predecessors of 12

(ii) the successors and immediate successors of 12.

Defrne the dual ofa statement in lattice L. Why does the principle ofduality appiy to L ?

Or

let S s be a partial ordering of a set s. Define the dual order on s. How is the dual order

related to the inverse of the relation S ?

Show why each elemenr ofa linearly ordered set can have at most one immediate predecessor.

Module 4

Find the discrete numeric function corresponding to the generating function.

a(,)-

(b)

(b) Obtain the particular soluti on for a, - 5a,, - 6a,, = 1 .

Or

(c) Given that ao-0,a, =1,a2=4ardaj=12 satisfy the

a, +Ct a, t +C). a,, = 0. Determine a,.

(t + z)o
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Module d

5. (a) Find the sum zz of the degrees ofthe vertices ofG where

(i) E(c):[{A, B},{A,c},{B,D}, {c,D}]

(ii) E(c):[{A: B},{e,c}.{A,D},{B,A},{B,B},

(b) Find the connected components of G where

E(c):[{A, x},{c,x}]

v(c)={A,B,c,D} and

{c, B}, {c, D}l

v(c)={A, B.c,x,y,zl

(5 x 2O = 100 marks)
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and

Or
(c) Find all the spanning trees ofthe graph shown in figure below 1.


